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Jordan Peterson: Alt-right figurehead’s Cambridge fellowship revoked after photo with man in
Islamophobic T-shirt
‘The casual endorsement by association was thought to be antithetical to the faculty’s work’

Eleanor Busby Education Correspondent | 1 day ago | 2.1K shares | 244 comments
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A controversial Canadian academic had his offer of a fellowship rescinded by the University of Cambridge after he was pictured with a man wearing a
T-shirt with the slogan “I’m a proud Islamophobe”, the vice chancellor has said.
Stephen Toope has said alt-right figurehead Jordan Peterson’s “casual endorsement” by association was believed to be “antithetical” to the work of the
Faculty of Divinity at the university.
The faculty became aware of the photograph early last week and then decided to rescind its offer of a visiting fellowship to Mr Peterson, according to
the vice chancellor.
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Mr Peterson, who has starkly divided opinion with his views on topics such as masculinity, political correctness and the gender pay gap,
hadMORE
been due

to take up the fellowship later this year.

Last week, the 56-year-old author and professor of psychology claimed he had fallen foul of the “diversity, equity and inclusivity mob” after the
fellowship was withdrawn.
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The University of Cambridge refused to say at the time why the decision had been taken.
But in a statement on Monday, Mr Toope said: “The faculty became aware of a photograph of Professor Peterson posing with his arm around a man
wearing a T-shirt that clearly bore the slogan, ‘I’m a proud Islamophobe’.
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“The casual endorsement by association of this message was thought to be antithetical to the work of a faculty that prides itself in the advancement of
interfaith understanding.”
He added: “Some difficult decisions will always be necessary to ensure that our universities remain places of robust, often challenging and even
uncomfortable dialogue, while balancing
academic freedom with respect for members of our community.”
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Mr Peterson, a clinical psychologist, started to earn global headlines in 2016 when he spoke out against campus culture wars where he claimed “social
justice warrior, left-wing radical political activists” were running rampant.
That year, he posted a series of lectures on YouTube, titling them the “Professor against political correctness”.
Watch more

He was also a prominent and outspoken opponent of Bill
C-16, a bill passed by the Canadian parliament designed to
stop discrimination on the grounds of gender identity or
expression.
The visiting fellowship was originally offered to Mr
Peterson “on an academic basis”, the vice chancellor said.
Mr Toope added: “For a university, anything that detracts
from the free expression of ideas is just not acceptable.
“Robust debate can scarcely occur, for example, when
some members of the community are made to feel
personally attacked, not for their ideas but for their very
identity.”
Mr Peterson’s representatives have been approached for a

Jordan Peterson says Cambridge buckled to political correctness ‘mob’

comment.
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This is the most self-evidently idiotic and shameful statement by Cambridge, and poor journalism.
1. Anyone describing Jordan Peterson alt-right is so ignorant it makes Michael Fish look like an expert on Hurricanes.
2. The idea that someone is 100% a certain Islamophobe because they wear a t-shirt saying they are one or is photographed next to
someone at an event where hundreds of people run up and pose with them is so crass it defies belief. Was Sid Vicious as Nazi because
he wore a swastika? Was Johnny Rotten a Nazi because he stood next to him?
3. The claim that Cambridge is protecting free speech is unbelievably deceptive and callous. Peterson upsets politically correct
academics and left-wing groups, and they take revenge by smearing him at any opportunity. The ethically-frail board at Cambridge has
bowed to fear of upsetting these groups, and has subsequently claimed they are basing their pathetic decision on the photograph when it
surfaced later - even though the photograph is evidence of nothing. Cambridge has proved it has no integrity by taking their cowardly
approach.
4. It would precisely not be protecting freedom of speech by not debating with Islamophobes. We need to expose bigotry and racism to
the light of reason within which they wither. Peterson is a great opponent of bigotry in the world because he does precisely this - one of
the reasons his opponents are so scared of him. No-platforming fosters bigotry, and is ultimate expression of it in intellectual discourse.
By labelling Peterson as an ‘alt-right’ figurehead, Eleanor Busby is insinuating he is alt-right in his politics, which he is not. He is a
psychologist, not a politician, and his views are not alt-right - there is immense amounts of information on this. In making this claim in
the headline of the article, as well as the carefully and subtly skewed placement of information, this article is undermining The
Independent’s claim to be a news source which ‘tells us the truth’.
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Cambridge can grant or withhold a fellowship from whoever they please; they do not have to give a reason.
It is a privilege, not a right.
I am not particularly concerned my freedom of expression is being denied because I am not a Cambridge don.
See the Rationalwiki link below my post yesterday.
This wingnut is away with the fairies. Cambridge’s only mistake was to take him seriously in the first place without doing
any due diligence.
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https://www.jordanbpeterson.com/blog-posts/cambridge-university-rescinds-my-fellowship/
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The freedom of speech issue here is not whether someone is given a job, it’s actively censoring the views to
which people are exposed for political reasons. This is critically important in society at large, but especially so
in academic institutions where freedom of expression and therefore thought is the foundation of intellectual
life and growth.
Peterson has been blacklisted for political reasons with paper-thin pathetic excuses by Cambridge - not
because he is centrist, or even centre-right, but because he is posing irrefutable arguments challenging the
oppressive constructivism which besets academia throughout the West. And they don’t like it one little bit.
The constant search for a smoking gun in the relentless ad hominem campaign against Peterson only prove
that his ideas fundamentally threaten his opponents’ doctrines.
His previous appearances at Cambridge of this tenured Professor of psychology were immensely successful
and characterised by energetic, enlightened discourse and debate. You can watch them yourself if you wish to
see what real intellectual gravitas means in a world of bitter cronyism and intellectual charlatanism, which the
world is progressively turning against, thanks to Peterson.
This whole episode simply shows how afraid Peterson’s opponents are of him.
And of course, any critic of Peterson with any self-respect would read his response before forming their
opinion, wouldn’t they?
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The idea that a proud Islamophobe (or public endorser of that position) could reasonably be a fellow of the Faculty of Divinity is frankly
ludicrous, even to this atheist.
Freedom of speech my aunt Fanny. Any serious theological student would not want anything to do with someone who openly
teaches/preaches against one of the world’s great faiths: the objectivity required of a serious academic is non-existent. The man is just
another alt-right rabble rouser and should be treated with the contempt he deserves.
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I find him repellent. Just my gut instinct. He strikes me as someone who has a father complex and is really creepy.
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While heartedly agree, such a prestigious university should keep the alt-right far away from their faculty.
The problem is though, I see no evidence that Jordan Peterson is alt right.
Having ones photo taken with someone wearing a T-shirt with an awful slogan is hardly convincing evidence. One would
imagine he takes dozens of photos at his events. Unreasonable to associate him with those views.
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The man is a certifiable lunatic. Read this:
https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Jordan_Peterson
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